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About This Game

Achromatic is a minimalist puzzle game about connecting dots in order to transform them all to one cohesive color. Draw a
straight line between two dots of the same color to paint the dots between them. However, you can only change dots of one color

at a time. You'll quickly encounter unique dots with exciting properties. For example the square dot lets you change the
direction of your line, or the triangle dots are synchronized such that changing one of them changes all of them.

Achromatic features an original and relaxing sound track to accompany its polished minimalist aesthetic. Its smooth difficulty
curve will teach you the mechanics and gently ease you into more difficult levels. All levels were carefully designed by hand to
ensure the best puzzling experience possible. For those craving a challenge, bonus levels are available after beating the game to

really test your logic skills.

Features:

60 handcrafted level plus 10 challenging bonus levels
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Unique dots with special properties

An undo button to encourage experimentation and prevent frustration

Color blind mode
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Rubbish Game.
Beautiful vision.
But\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Control.. A PC remake of titles like Gals Panic, an arcade coin-eater from the
'90s. If you've played those games, you know exactly what you're in for here. You play as a small creature trying to uncover the
picture in the background piece by piece as a swarm of crap on screen constantly tries to kill you.

However, in the original Gals games, a masked off area including the model was included as the area that counted towards the
percentage of completion, whereas in this game, the whole screen is the completion area, making it possible to uncover the
photo by.... not uncovering the main part of the photo? I dunno, it wasn't well thought out. Granted, in the original, uncovering
areas of the girl would earn you negative points(enough of which would change the picture to something horrifying), and
uncovering the open area would earn you positive, so maybe with that mechanic not in place, that was the intention, but
honestly, I can't really see that as much of a justification.

Ultimately, whether you want this game will be dictated by whether you want a quick timewaster, served up with some semi-
spicy suggestive swimsuit clad Anime girls(Yeah, that's about all you get). It's cheap, it's good for killing a little time, and it
seems relatively low on the bug count(None experienced thus far), and while the achievements are a bit cheap(you get one for
every stage of completion), it's colorful, it's casual, and it'll keep the boredom away for a bit.. Can anyone tell me how to change
to english? i dont even see any option to change to english. Great puzzle game! I enjoyed every moment playing with that
charming little chicken.

Some parts of the game can be very challenging and you will have to think a lot to beat it.
You can be lost sometimes because you can choose more than one path you will follow on the map.

The achievements are really nice to unlock and some of them add interesting stuff on story. To complete 100% achievements
it's necessary to finish the game at least twice.. I really like RPG games, I have played this game for 63.5 hrs and still continue,
and yes, I really enjoy this game, maybe the beginning of playing this game feels heavy when I have to raise the level and make
money, but over time it becomes easy and fixed challenging, my advice for those who like RPG games by playing casually you
can buy this game. welcome to PLAYERS UNKNOWN'S HACKERSGROUNDS where it is not a competition of skills but
who's got the better hacking software.

Game was very good before it became popular in china where these chinese hackers flood foreign servers to make the gaming
experience for us miserable. You report them and they buy a new account to continue hacking, its no fun because
HACKERSGROUND can't be bothered to implement a better anti cheat system.

I'm not playing this anymore not because i dont like it, but it is because all my friends and I are now tired of this pos game that
wont prevent players from hacking. It is a very good game when theres no hackers, which is very rare. If you play this in the asia
region, 9\/10 games you will face hackers and the experience is just not fun and you become tired after countless rounds where
you should have won but the opposition got your whole team and everyone because he either uses wallhack or recoliless
weapons ini files to alter game mechanics.

STAY AWAY IF YOU DONT WANT TO BE DEPRESSED AFTER GAME AFTER GAME.. A bad game or a
misunderstood artist? I thought that this developer was just terrible at making games, but I am starting to see some consistency
with his vision across multiple titles. Perhaps making a good game was never the goal, maybe it's just a trick to further subvert
my expectations. However, I wonder if the strange narrative in this game could be told without damaging the gameplay
mechanics, and in my opinion the answer is yes. If its 2 mini-games were actually fun to play, I don't think that it would change
my perspective on the story. As it stands, the bullet-hell bosses and arena fighting in this game are just objectively bad,
intentionally or not. It takes about 60 to 90 minutes to beat, leaving you with a $5 worth of experimental narrative. To be fair, I
think I enjoyed this experience just because it shows complete disregard for anything that one could consider a good game
design. I personally love ambient atmosphere so I liked its lack of coherency and strange soundtrack. But to be honest, just like
the last time I played a game by this developer, I am mostly confused.... no scoped an invisible player with my med kit faster
than jfk

8\/8. This game was a wonderful surprise!!!!!! For a game that came out around 2000 (or so) it still has a lot of WOW to it. Thre
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graphics are a bit dated but the immersion factor is definitely there!!!!........being of the old school (the early years of PC flight
simulator games) this is a big plus for me. I have windows 7 (64 bit) with an average computer system and the game runs
perfect....no problems what so ever.. Slow and boring.
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Gameplay: 7\/10
Graphics: 6\/10
Sound: 7\/10
Story: 9\/10
Replay\/Value: 6\/10

Overall: 7\/10. Started it once and almost clocked one hour in one go. I'm not sure if I regret it or not.. STUPID STUPID
STUPID!
got stuck in the firsr 4min of player cant move anywhere just stuck by the car. How stupid is that lame game idiot developers.
waste of money.. I mean the DLC for this game really sucks. I bought the season pass thinking that without it I wouldn't be able
to get the tuning specs that were going to be added. I now know that the new specs come in a free update every month. Don't
buy any of the DLC for this game unless you really like the cars and want them. I only wanted the circuit spec camaro RS and
that comes out tomorrow in the vintage update.. This game has great potential to be an awesome C&C style game.
At the moment It feels bare bones. Standard units, sound, layout, graphics. Nothing major.
Lots of things can\/must be added. Rotating camera angles. Both hand controls usable. Upgrade in graphics and sound.
just hope the developer hasn't given up on it.
I agree with some others that it should still be in an Early Access stage though.
But as it stands, it's worth a blast.. Story mode x1.5 (+story arc in a middle, with new missions and threats), cannot be called
short anymore.
Endless mode x2 (new threats, up to day 20)
Agents +4
Side objectives. Collectible lore-texts. New programs, items, augments, enemies.
Bits of everything. Must have if you liked base game.
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